ARRIVING / SATURDAY 8 JULY 2017

If arriving by train, either to Canterbury West Station or Canterbury East Station, we recommend delegates take a taxi directly to their accommodation. A taxi from either station will take about 10 minutes and cost approximately £10.

COLLNET 2017 will be held in the new Sibson building. The registration desk is open from 18.00 until 21.00, with a light reception in the Sibson Atrium.

You can find your accommodation as well as the Sibson building on the Campus Map located at: www.kent.ac.uk/maps/canterbury/canterbury-campus

Contact persons in case of difficulty:
Mr. Ye, Y / 07421147279 / yy227@kent.ac.uk
Mrs. Shen, WF / 07521602357 / 20058228@sdufe.adu.cn

DAY 1 / SUNDAY 9 JULY 2017

08.30 - 09.00  Registration - Sibson Atrium
09.00 - 10.00  Honorary Professor H Kretschmer, Professor S Sangam and Professor Martin Meyer / Opening speech.
10.00 - 10.30  Professor John Mingers / Using Google Scholar institutional level data to evaluate the quality of university research.
10.30 - 11.00  Professor Zeyuan Liu / Mapping the evolution of emerging core concepts of scientific fields with co-burst analysis: A case study on metaphor research field.
11.00 - 11.30  Break
11.30 - 12.00  Professor M. Nishizawa / How is academic research reported in the media? Relationships between attention in the press and social media.
12.00 - 12.30  Professor S. Sangam / The growth of the hepatitis literature over the period 1976-2015: What can the relative priority index teach us?
12.30 - 13.00  Professor Y Chen / Technology opportunity analysis based on patent analysis in industrial robot field.
13.00 - 14.30  Lunch
14.30 - 15.00  Professor Bernd Markscheffel / Education in informetrics: A case study for Japan.
15.00 - 15.30  Professor J. Hérubel / Humanities and Social Science dissertations published by university presses: 2010-2014, comparative exploratory observations.
15.30 - 16.00  Professor H. Liu / Bibliometric evaluation of individual researchers in the field of life science MOST in Taiwan.
16.00 - 16.30  Break
16.30 - 17.00  Professor A. Akanksha / Scholarly communication and knowledge generation: An analytical and bibliometric study of research publications in the field of environmental science.
17.00 - 17.30  Professor X. Hu / Evolution of citation inequality over time.
COLLNET 2017 / 13TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
Webometrics, Informetrics, and Scientometrics (WIS)

DAY 2 / MONDAY 10 JULY 2017

09.00 - 10.00  Keynote Talk (Professor Rousseau / Professor Glänzel)
10.00 - 10.30  Professor Steve Liu / Recent progress in evaluation of convergence research.
10.30 - 11.00  Professor V. Markusova / A view of Russia’s scholarly output through the lenses of the web of science usage metrics.
11.00 - 11.30  Break
11.30 - 12.00  Professor Fang Xu / Evaluation of convergence research based on evidence chain.
12.00 - 12.30  Professor R. Shelton / Model-based forecasts of scientific indicators: China will soon lead the world in scientific publications.
12.30 - 13.00  Professor R. Bhardwaj / Reflection of research literature on ‘semantic web’ in academic social networks: Mendeley, academia.edu and ResearchGate.
13.00 - 14.30  Lunch
14.30 - 15.30  Dr E. Lipitakis / A citation universe going beyond papers: Analysing patents and research data in web of science.
15.30 - 16.00  Professor D. Liu / The classification indicator of patents in Chinese university.
16.00 - 16.30  Break
16.30 - 17.00  Professor A. Basu / Research collaboration patterns on a global scale results from the Nature Publishing index.
17.00 - 17.30  S. Chand / Worldwide recognition of NIHEW through public health research: An informetrics study.
18.30 - 20.30  Conference Dinner at Dolche Vita on Campus

DAY 3 / TUESDAY 11 JULY 2017

09.00 - 10.00  Keynote Talk (Professor Rousseau / Professor Glänzel)
10.00 - 10.30  Honorary Professor H. Kretschmer / Memory of Eugene Garfield.
10.30 - 11.00  Professor Martin Meyer / A state-of-the-art literature review.
11.00 - 11.30  Break
11.30 - 12.00  Professor M. Singh / Knowledge based intellectual communication: An analytical and bibliometric study of core publications in the field of economics.
12.00 - 12.30  Vinod Gautam
12.30 - 13.00  N Wadhwa
13.00 - 14.00  Lunch
Afternoon  Talks and/or City Tour